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Abstract
The left-hand side of a scattered context production, (A1; A2; : : : ; An)! (x1; x2; : : : ; xn), is ter-
minating if A1A2 : : : An derives a terminal word. This paper discusses scattered context grammars
whose sentential forms contain sequences of nonterminals formed by shuing the terminating
left-hand sides of productions. It proves that these grammars do not generate some context-
sensitive languages, so they are less powerful than the scattered context grammars whose sen-
tential forms are unrestricted. In its conclusion, this paper demonstrates the impact of this result
and discusses open problems. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider a production, A! x, in a context-free grammar. Its left-hand side, A, rep-
resents a terminating symbol if it derives a terminal word. By analogy with this well-
known notion, the present paper introduces the terminating left-hand side of a scattered
context production. That is, for a scattered context production, (A1; A2; : : : ; An)! (x1; x2;
: : : ; xn), its left-hand side, A1A2; : : : ; An, is terminating if A1A2 : : : An derives a terminal
word.
The paper discusses scattered context grammars whose sentential forms contain se-
quences of nonterminals formed by shuing the terminating left-hand sides of pro-
ductions. It demonstrates that these grammars do not generate some context-sensitive
languages. As a result, the scattered context grammars restricted in this way are less
powerful than the unrestricted scattered context grammars.
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2. Denitions
This paper assumes that the reader is familiar with the language theory (see
[4, 11, 12]).
Set N = f1; 2; : : :g and I = f0; 1; 2; : : :g.
Let V be an alphabet. V? represents the free monoid generated by V under the
operation of concatenation. The unit of V? is denoted by . Set V+ =V? − fg;
algebraically, V+ is thus the free semigroup generated by V under the operation of
concatenation. For w2V?; jwj denotes the length of w.
Given a language, LV?; shue(L) consists solely of words obtained from 1
and 2:
1. if x2L, then x2 shue(L)
2. if x1 : : : xn 2 shue(L) and y1 : : : yn 2L, where xi; yi 2V; 16i6n, for some n2N ,
then x1y1 : : : xnyn 2 shue(L)
Note that L? shue(L).
A scattered context grammar (see [1{3, 6{10]) is a quadruple
G=(V; P; S; T );
where V is an alphabet, T V; S 2V − T , and P is a nite set of productions of the
form
(A1; A2; : : : ; An)! (x1; x2; : : : ; xn);
where n2N , and for all i=1; 2; : : : ; n; Ai 2V−T and xi 2V?. Symbols in V−T are re-
ferred to as nonterminals while symbols in T are terminals. S is the start symbol of G.
If a production, p2P, has the form (A1; A2; : : : ; An)! (x1; x2; : : : ; xn); u= u1A1u2A2 : : :
unAnun+1, and v= u11u22 : : : unnun+1, where ui 2V?, for all i=1; 2; : : : ; n+ 1, then
u directly derives v according to p, symbolically written as u) v[p] or, simply, u) v.
Let )n denote the n-fold product of ), where n>0. Furthermore, let )+ and )?
denote the transitive closure of ) and the transitive and reexive closure of ), re-
spectively. For every v2V?, set F(G; v)= fw: v)? wg and L(G; v)=F(G; v)\T?.
F(G; S) is the set of sentential forms of G. L(G; S) is the language of G. For brevity,
we often write F(G) and L(G) instead of F(G; S) and L(G; S), respectively.
G is a propagating scattered context grammar if for every (A1; A2; : : : ; An)! (x1; x2;
: : : ; xn)2P; xi 2V+ for i=1; : : : ; n.
3. New notion
Let G=(V; P; S; T ) be a scattered context grammar, and let p2P be a production of
the form (A1; A2; : : : ; An)! (x1; x2; : : : ; xn). The left-hand side of p, lhs(p), is dened
as lhs(p)=A1A2 : : : An. The left-hand side of p is terminating if it derives a terminal
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word; formally, lhs(p) is terminating if L(G; lhs(p)) 6= ;. Set
(G)= flhs(p): p2P and L(G; lhs(p)) 6= ;g:
Dene the homomorphism, , over V? as (A)=A if A2V −T , and (A)=  if A2T .
This paper investigates these two families of languages
SC= fL(G): G is a scattered context grammar such that
(F(G)) shue((G))g;
PSC= fL(G): G is a propagating scattered context grammar such that
(F(G)) shue((G))g:
Example. Consider this propagating scattered context grammar, G=(fS; A; a; bg; P;
S; fa; bg), with P= f(S)! (ABA); (A; B; A)! (aA; bB; aA); (A; B; A)!(a; b; a)g. Clearly,
(F(G)) shue((G)) and L(G)= fanbnan: n2Ng. Thus, fanbnan: n2Ng2
PSC.
Observe that the terminating left-hand side of a scattered context production is gener-
alized from the notion of a terminating symbol in the theory of context-free grammars
(see [12]). Indeed, a context-free grammar is, in eect, a scattered context grammar,
G=(V; P; S; T ), satisfying jlhs(p)j=1 for every p2P. That is, the left-hand side of
any context-free production is formed by a single nonterminal, A, and this nonterminal
is terminating if it derives a terminal word.
Theorem 1. For every context-free grammar; H; there exists an equivalent context-
free grammar; G; such that L(H)=L(G) and (F(G)) shue((G)).
Proof. This theorem follows from Theorem 11:4 in [4].
The next section demonstrates that Theorem 1 cannot be generalized in terms of
scattered context grammars.
In what follows, SC denotes the family of languages generated by scattered con-
text grammars, and PSC denotes the family of languages generated by propagating
scattered context grammars, respectively. Furthermore, CF; CS; and RE denote the
families of context-free, context-sensitive, and recursively enumerable languages, re-
spectively.
4. Results
First, the present section establishes CFPSCCS and CFSCRE. Then,
it discusses the impact of these results in the formal language theory. Finally, it for-
mulates some open problems.





Lemma 2. K =2SC:
Proof. We prove this lemma by contradiction. Assume that K 2SC. Let K =L(G),
where G=(V; P; S; T ) is a scattered context grammar such that (F(G))
shue((G)). Note that L(G; lhs(q))\fh: h2T+ and jhj>jlhs(q)jg 6= ; for some
q2P; indeed, for some q2P such that lhs(q)= S this intersection is surely non-
empty because L(G; S)=K and K is innite. Select z 2T+ and p2P, such that
z 2L(G; lhs(p))\fh: h2T+ and jhj>jlhs(p)jg and, in addition, for every p0 2 (P −
fpg), either L(G; lhs(p0))= fg or fjwj: w2L(G; lhs(p0))g\ f1; 2; : : : ; jzjg 6= ;. Set
s= jlhs(p)j; t= jzj; k = st, and r=22k . Consider v2L(G) satisfying r<jvj and (L(G)
\fy: y2T? and r<jyj<jvjg)= ;. Furthermore, consider any derivation S)+ v in G.
Since r<jvj, during S)+ v G makes a derivation step, u) u0, such that juj6r<ju0j,
so we can express S)+ v as S)+ u) u0)+ v, where juj6r<ju0j. As (F(G))
shue((G)), we have (u)2 shue((G)). Since (u)2 shue((G)) and (L(G)\
fY : y2T? and r<jyj<jvjg)= ;, we have jvj6jujk. Because juj6r and r=22k ;
jujk<22(k+1) . Thus, 22k<jvj<22(k+1) . Hence, v =2L(G), which contradicts v2L(G). There-
fore, K =2SC.
Theorem 3. CFPSCCS:
Proof. Theorem 1 implies CFPSC. Furthermore, note that PSC − CF 6= ;; for
instance, this dierence contains fanbnan: n2Ng. Therefore, CFPSC. Obviously,
PSCPSC. Recall that PSCCS and K 2CS (see [3, 5]). By the previous
lemma, K =2SC, so PSCCS.
Theorem 4. CFSCRE:
Proof. Prove this theorem by analogy with the proof of the previous theorem.
So far, this paper has established some fundamental family relationships. However,
as the next theorem illustrates, the previous theorems also imply some more specic
results in the language theory.
Theorem 5. The four-nonterminal scattered context grammars are more powerful
than the one-nonterminal scattered context grammars.
Proof. Observe that any one-nonterminal scattered context grammar, G, satises
(F(G)) shue((G)), so L(G)2SC. Recall that the four-nonterminal scattered
context grammars characterize RE (see [9]). Thus, Theorems 5 follows from
Theorem 4.
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In the conclusion, this paper brings the reader’s attention to these two open-problem
areas:
(A) Is SC− CS empty? If so, is SC− PSC empty?
(B) Consider the famous open question of whether CS − PSC= ;. Note that
Theorem 4 allows us to narrow our attention to PSC − PSC and CS− PSC
when trying to solve this important problem. Indeed, if PSC − PSC contains
CS−PSC, then CS−PSC= ;. On the other hand, if CS−PSC contains a
language, L, such that L =2PSC−PSC, then CS−PSC 6= ;. Is fa22n : n>0g
out of PSC − PSC?
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